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 Today data & computing are pervasive  

•  Data: Any time, any kind, any size, any type, any quality, any form    
–  IoT devices, smart phones, genomic data ….: Cost of production of data 

is dropping drastically. Data storage capacity is doubling very 40 
months. 

–  Noisy, misaligned in time,  
–  still a fraction of what can be collected and only instantaneous 

•  Computing: Same time computing is pervasive:  
–  availability of powerful devices that are mobile, access to clouds and 

information 

•  Together: everyone wants to make pervasive decision 
–  being able to make decisions at any time, any where, at high precision 
–  Location analytics,  personalized services, real-time response … 



Vision: Create synthetic living social 
habitats 

•  Create a synthetic evolving spatially explicit, 
highly resolved social coordinate system 
– Use abductive reasoning to smartly collect data 

•  Causal models to fill the gaps and extrapolate 
– Ensures that integration is consistent, can 

extrpolate for prediction, counter-factual analysis 
for what ifs 

•  Develop new class of tools that support 
pervasive decision making 



SYNTHETIC POPULATIONS, 
NETWORKS &  INFORMATION 
 

Section   



A Tutorial on Generating Synthetic Populations for Social Modeling 

IJCAI 2016, New York City, July 10, 2016 & AAMAS 2016, 
Singapore, May 9, 2016 

 

http://staff.vbi.vt.edu/swarup/synthetic_population_tutorial/ 



What is a synthetic agent & network ? 
§  A representation of elements’ and 

states  that is not intended to precisely 
match any snapshot of the system, but 
to provide a statistically accurate 
overall picture: 
§  people, places, things 

§  cells, cytokines, organs 

§  A synthesis of incommensurate data 

§  E.g.: A synthetic human agent  
§  Can have demographic, social, health, 

cognitive, cultural attributes 

§  These attributes need to be statistically 
accurate to attributes of humans 

 



Intended meaning and properties 

•  The term “Synthetic” is used in two ways: 
– Attributes synthesized by integrating a diverse set 

of data sources and using models for 
interpolation and extrapolation of data,  

–  “Statistically similar” to real individuals but is not 
identical to any  individual in the population.  

•  The correlations between the data sets agree with the 
measured correlations of data in the real world.  



Why is synthetic information useful? 

•  Provides a spatially and individually resolved data 
structure  
–  Individual attributes  are based on real-world data 

–  Enables fusion of diverse information in a statistically 
consistent manner, e.g. (demographic  + energy  + cell  
phone) usage data  

– Agents have nominal (age, income), declarative (activities 
they take)  and procedural (e.g. how to drive) data 

–  Enables information privacy and attribution 

A social coordinate system for incorporating new 
(intra- and inter) agentic information 



Why is synthetic information useful? 

•  Agentic representations and networks enable 
causal interaction-based models and data 
integration 
– Putting social and behavioral theories in motion  

e.g. contagion theories of Granovetter, Macy, 
Schelling, et al.  

– Explicitly represent interactions as networks  
– Model outputs can then be aggregated to any 

desired level 
Supports next generation social science modeling 

and analytics at-scale 



Supporting global system science 
•  Developing HPC-based individualized networked agent-based models 

since 1992 ---- based on at-scale synthetic information systems 
–  TRANSIMS Program (1992-2001) 

–  NIH MIDAS Program (2004-present) 

–  NSF OCI, NETSE and SDCI programs (2007-2015) 

–  DoD CNIMS program (2005-present) 

–  IARPA OSI EMBERS program (2013-present) 

–  DARPA NGS2 program (2017-present) 

•  Central focus on rigorous data-driven causal modeling and analytics   
–  Ensuring models were contextualized and used diverse data sets  

–  Over two dozen user defined case studies to support policy analysis and 
model refinement  

–  Supports science based policy and decision making 

–  Theoretical framework based on graphical dynamical systems 



Forecasting Social, 
Political & Public 

Health Events as a  
“Big Data” System 
•  12 EC2 Instances 

Used for Production 
•  Over 10,000 Warnings 

Delivered 
Average 45 warnings per day 
(52 per day in 2013) 

•  30TB Total Data 
•  15GB per day ingested 

(Doesn’t count derived data feeds and 
enrichment) 

* Embers was an IARPA funded project (PI: Naren Ramakrishnan@VT) 

GLOBAL 
SYNTHETIC 

INFORMATION

VARIETY VOLUME

VELOCITY VERACITY

Geographic
(2 GB)

· Stochastic processing
· Census data coverage
· Biases, error bounds for surveys
· Spatial resolution of geo-data
· Data sources mismatched in temporal and spatial 

resolution missing data

Synthetic Population Data

...
Demographics

(300 GB)
Microdata
(550 GB)

Activities
(1 TB)

Social Network
(4 TB)

Census MicroData  Points of 
Interest

Business 
Directories

LandScan Surveys Social 
Media

· Decennial Census: data not available 1-3 years after
· Occasional Surveys: weeks to months
· Quarterly/Yearly Updates: days to months
· Real-time social media feeds: seconds

LatencyRate of Release



Extreme-scale (spatial, temporal, network,  
machines, data) causal models 

National Scale Epidemic Simulations:  
300 Million node, 15 Billion edge graphs, 1 Trillion interactions,  

750,000 Cores  
10 seconds 



Operational Policy Informatics 

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE: REAL-TIME SUPPORT OF OUTBREAK RESPONSE: EBOLA 
2014-2015 

NDSSL was DTRA’s lead analytical lab during Ebola response efforts. We briefed our 
Ebola work weekly over seven months to a wide group of policymakers worldwide.  

2005-PRESENT: FROM OVER 30 STAKEHOLDER-REQUESTED ANALYSES OF SOCIO-TECHNICAL 
SYSTEMS 

•  Pandemic Influenza Planning – National Security Council 
•  FERVENT Virus TTX – DTRA / NORTHCOM 
•  Senior Level Exercise - National Security Council, Domestic 

Resiliency Group 
•  National Planning Scenario 1 - DTRA  



National Planning Scenario 1: Studying the 
social and behavioral effects of large-scale 

WMD incidents. 
 

Deploying pervasive computing applications that support analysts  
and responders in their efforts to combat and respond to large  

human and naturally initiated crises  



Making the technologies 
accessible:  

Developing advanced 
technologies that support 

pervasive real-time 
decision making  



View data and software, .. as-a-service 



 

 https://www.bi.vt.edu/ndssl/tools are 
being deployed 

VISUALIZATION 

SURVEILLANCE & SITUATION ASSESSMENT 

PLANNING & DECISION 
SUPPORT 

EDUCATION 

NETWORK SCIENCE 



 
Global Synthetic 

Information: 
Creating a 

spatially explicit, 
highly resolved 
synthetic social 

coordinate 
system 



2 GB/M 
people 

Storage 

50K+ 
Files in which 
data is stored 

7Billion 
Synthetic 
individuals 

 

28+Billion 
Interactions 

5 Days  
 Compute 

time  

220 
countries  
synthetic 

populations and 
networks 

constructed 

40+ 
Databases 

8TB 
Storage 

First data driven global synthetic populations and proximity 
networks 

Creating Global synthetic information: down from 
years to a week   



§  Activity locations: 
§  LandScan 
§  D&B; InfoGrid 
§  NAVTEQ/HERE POIs;  
§  OSM POIs; Wikipedia 

§  Residence locations: 
§  LandScan 
§  NAVTEQ/HERE; OSM 

§  Activity template data 
§  NHTS; MTUS; ATUS 
§  Custom surveys 
§  Country similarity measure 

(matching algorithm) 

§  Administrative boundaries 
§  GADM; NAVTEQ/HERE 
§  OSM; US Census; ADC 

Worldmap 

Needs multitude of data sources 
§  General demographic information 

(distributions and micro-samples) 
§  UN;  5 UNICEF; CIA 
§  Eurostat; NationMaster 
§  European Social Survey 
§  IMF; WHO; Worldbank 
§  World Education News and Reviews; OECD 

§  Detailed, country specific demographic 
information 
§  US Census Bureau;  
§  Country’s statistical agencies; Wikipedia 

§  Examples of data sources for West African 
countries: 
§  Liberia National Data Archive Center  

§  Liberia household data  
§  Liberia Census data  

§  Liberia Labor Force Survey 2008 
§  Statistics Sierra Leone 
§  OpenDataForAfrica 
§  Trading Economics 
§  Social Security Website 



SYNTHETIC SWEDEN 
Section   



Sweden by numbers (replace all numbers below add a few 
other rows if needed) 

§  Initial storage size of data: 20 Gigabytes 

§  Storage: rule of thumb 1-2 GB/million individuals 

Computations and performance data assume 
extensive and powerful hardware 

Workplaces: 150 000 

Individuals:   9.2 Million 

Interactions:  92 Million 

Households:  4.3 Million 

Schools:  15 000 



Synthetic Sweden: 2011-2017 

Sweden  V3 (2017):  
Based on LandScan 

data 

Sweden  V1 (2012):  
Based on LandScan 

data 

Sweden  V2 (2013):  
Built at county (län) 

resolution 

Sweden  V4 (2017):  
Built at municipality 
(kommun) resolution 



Overview of the pipeline 



•  Step 1: Population Synthesis:  
–  Goal: To generate a population of agents with realistic demographic 

attributes 
–  Input: Distributions over demographics (marginal distributions), & A sample 

of census records 
–  Models: Iterative Proportional Fitting (IPF) 

•  Step 2: Activity Generation: 
–  Goal: To assign a realistic daily activity sequence to each agent 
–  Input: A synthetic population of agents with demographics, & A household 

activity survey 
–  Models: Classification and Regression Trees & Fitted Values Method 

•  Step 3: Location assignment 
–  Goal: To assign a geographical location for each activity for each agent 
–  Input: A synthetic population of agents with demographics and daily activity 

sequences; Geographical data on roads, residence types, business 
locations, school locations, and other points of interest 

–  Models: Gravity model; Trip chaining model; Radiation model 

Steps 



Step 4: Constructing synthetic 
information and networks 

Data

⌅ Demographics
⌅ Activity surveys
⌅ Infrastructure
⌅ GIS
⌅ Trade
⌅ Timeline, surveillance data

Synthetic Agents

Agents

⌅ People
⌅ Computer, mobile devices, etc.
⌅ Hosts (plant models)

Places of interaction

⌅ work
⌅ residence
⌅ school
⌅ trading facility

Interactions

Data driven

⌅ Activities of people
⌅ Social & professional relation-

ships
⌅ Transportation
⌅ Commodity �ow
⌅ Long distance travel

Procedure driven

⌅ Behavior
⌅ Network protocols

Radio networks

Addiction networks

Disease networks

Friend networks

Social networks

...

HIV
Flu
Ebola...

Structural properties

⌅ Network measures

⇤ degree distribution
⇤ number of components
⇤ diameter
⇤ spectral radius

⌅ Sensitivity to structural un-
certainity.

Dynamical properties

⌅ Simulations
⌅ Sensitivity to model choice and

parameters

Analyses

V&V

UQ



V&V, SA, UQ and Calibration 

•  Understanding/explanation:  
–  explain an observed phenomenon 

•  Exploration:  
–  forecast a range of future phenomena with and without 

control 
•  Action:  

–  guide the course of actions in some specific context 
•  Structural validity:  

–  Are the model structures consistent with relevant 
descriptive knowledge of the system being modeled ? 

•  Adequacy of details:  
–  Which details matter? How can we determine that the 

measured data is adequate? 
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https://www.bi.vt.edu/ndssl/projects/cinet 
 

 



•  Highly resolved global synthetic information systems  can be 
developed and useful  
–  Multitude of applications: public health, migration, smart cities ….. 

•  Ongoing work 
–  Population modification to capture multiple scales: (time, space, etc.) 

–  Special events (games, disasters ..) 

•  Going beyond social systems: 
–   IoT, autonomous systems(cars, robots…) 

–  Ecology (animals, plants …..): Initial work as a part of USAID project 

–  Within body (Organs, cells): See our work on high resolution modeling of 
human immune systems 

Summary & concluding remarks 


